Charge Anywhere to distribute certified PIN on Glass and Rugged
Android POS Terminals
October 21, 2018 - Las Vegas, Nevada – Charge Anywhere and WizarPOS are pleased to
announce a distribution agreement that will bring the WizarPOS line of Android POS
terminals to the U.S. and Latin America & Caribbean markets. Today the companies
announce the US certification and market launch of the rugged/portable Q1 terminal and
the PIN on glass Q2 terminal at the Money 20/20 conference in Las Vegas.

Charge Anywhere has completed a card brand end to end contact EMV certification on the
First Data Rapid Connect Platform and is now accepting orders for the QuickSale/ComsGate
solution with WizarPOS terminals in the U.S.
The WizarPOS Android POS Terminal line includes the Q1, a ruggedized, portable Android
terminal and the Q2, a countertop Android terminal. The Q1 is perfect for mobile merchants
and includes a 4” color display, physical PIN Pad, high speed 2¼” receipt printer and a
removable battery. The Q2 integrates a 5.5” color display with PIN on glass and a high
speed 2¼” receipt printer. Both terminals also support contactless, WiFi and wireless (GSM)
communication. Options include a bar code scanner and fingerprint sensor.
Charge Anywhere’s QuickSale Payment Application will power the WizarPOS terminals. With
over 50,000 deployments, QuickSale is a powerful, feature-rich and flexible payment
application. "The QuickSale WizarPOS terminals deliver a powerful combination of
application functionality and deployment services at a price that will improve your bottom
line. The QuickSale app manages your POS terminal encryptions, downloads and settings
remotely, saving valuable time and effort in managing your estate of merchants and
devices," said Paul Sabella CEO of Charge Anywhere. Charge Anywhere is working to
complete additional payment processor EMV certifications for the U.S. and LAC markets in
2019.
“WizarPOS is pleased to partner with Charge Anywhere to bring our Q1 and Q2 terminals to
the U.S. and LAC markets,” commented Kaishen Zhu CEO of WizarPOS International Co.,
LTD. “WizarPOS has a sole focus on Android payment terminals which provides an open
platform while Charge Anywhere’s team has over 20 years merchant service experience and
the strong capability of innovation. The QuickSale application takes full advantage of
features available on our terminals.”
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About Charge Anywhere (www.chargeanywhere.com)
Charge Anywhere is a financial technology solutions company that makes EMV payments
simple by enabling the last mile in the payment processing ecosystem. The Company is a leader
in mobile payments with an award-winning MPOS/POS platform, technology and services that
deliver payment flexibility and security backed by deep expertise in global implementations.
Processors, integrators, developers and enterprises leverage our white-label applications to meet
P2PE and payment card security standards worldwide. For banks, businesses and payment
processors with legacy systems that need to adapt to new requirements or desire the next
generation of payment applications, Charge Anywhere’s technology can enhance their payments
capabilities. Contact: (800) 211-1256 x150 or sales@chargeanywhere.com.
About WizarPOS (www.wizarpos.com)
WizarPOS is a secure smart terminal product company with faith in OPEN platform philosophy.
Their team has developed the unique expertise portfolios over the experience in multiple areas
including 10+ years in GlobalPlatform & Trust-Execution-Environment, 15 years in PCI
standards & EMV technology and 20+ years in highly integrated secure device design &
manufacturing. WizarPOS’s mission is to provide state-of-the-art products with open platform
which partners worldwide is able to develop the most innovative applications on, and deploy
their solutions instantly over-the-air anytime anywhere. WizarPOS presently offers secure
Android payment devices. Contact: +86 21 60318218 or contactus@wizarpos.com.
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